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Pandorax
Games Workshop The latest novel in the Space Marine Battles series In the Pandorax System, on the death world of Pythos, an ancient
secret that has laid buried for millennia has been unearthed.... Ignorant of this terror, troopers of the Catachan 183rd, stranded on
Pythos and under the command of Colonel ‘Death’ Strike, ﬁnd themselves under attack by the forces of Chaos. Daemons in their
thousands ﬂock the sky, and none other than Warmaster Abaddon leads the attack. With the Death Guard and Black Legion arrayed
against them, the Catachans appear to be doomed, until salvation arrives in the form of the entire Dark Angels Chapter, led by Master
Azrael and a host of heroes. But what is the so-called ‘Damnation Cache’? What secrets does it harbour and why has it also attracted
the attention of the daemon-hunting Grey Knights?

Iron Warriors: The Omnibus
Games Workshop Warsmith Honsou, embittered nemesis of the Ultramarines and champion of Chaos. This omnibus edition collects all
of Graham McNeill’s Iron Warriors series together in one volume. The Iron Warriors are Chaos Space Marines with unrivalled expertise
in the art of siege warfare. With great batteries of artillery and all the favours of the Ruinous Powers at their command, there is no
fortress in the galaxy that can stand against them for long. This omnibus follows the schemes of the embittered Warsmith Honsou in
his struggles against the hated Space Marines of the Imperium. Drawing upon characters and events from author Graham McNeill’s
popular Ultramarines series and for the ﬁrst time in a single publication, Storm of Iron and the novella Iron Warrior are gathered along
with short stories The Enemy of My Enemy, The Heraclitus Eﬀect and The Skull Harvest.

The Book of Divine Works
Catholic University of America Press Completed in 1173, The Book of Divine Works (Liber Divinorum Operum) is the culmination of the
Visionary’s Doctor’s theological project, oﬀered here for the ﬁrst time in a complete and scholarly English translation. The ﬁrst part
explores the intricate physical and spiritual relationships between the cosmos and the human person, with the famous image of the
universal Man standing astride the cosmic spheres. The second part examines the rewards for virtue and the punishments for vice,
mapped onto a geography of purgatory, hellmouth, and the road to the heavenly city. At the end of each Hildegard writes extensive
commentaries on the Prologue to John’s Gospel (Part 1) and the ﬁrst chapter of Genesis (Part 2)—the only premodern woman to have
done so. Finally, the third part tells the history of salvation, imagined as the City of God standing next to the mountain of God’s
foreknowledge, with Divine Love reigning over all.

Sons of Dorn
Games Workshop Advancing to the ranks of Scouts after surviving the Fists' brutal recruitment regime, rivals Zatori, du Queste and
Taloc ﬁnd their loyalty to the Emperor sorely tested when they are sent to the planet of Vernalis. Original.

Blood of Asaheim
Pushkin Children's Books After half a century apart, in service to the Deathwatch and the Chapter, Space Wolves Ingvar and
Gunnlaugr are reunited. Sent to defend an important shrine world against the plague-ridden Death Guard, the Grey Hunters clash with
the pious Sisters of Battle, who see the Space Wolves as little better than the enemy they ﬁght. As enemies close in around them and
treachery is revealed, Gunnlaugr and his warriors must hold the defenders together - even as hidden tensions threaten to tear the
pack apart.
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Codex Dark Eldar
Underhive: A Necromunda Anthology
Games Workshop A Necromunda Anthology In the sprawling, polluted hive cities of Necromunda, life is a constant ﬁght for scraps.
From the highest peaks to the lowest depths, rival gangs war and spill blood in a desperate battle to increase their standing with the
decadent Great Houses. Life is short and brutal, especially for those on the climb. In the sprawling, polluted hive cities of Necromunda,
life is a constant ﬁght for scraps. From the highest peaks to the lowest depths, rival gangs war and spill blood in a desperate battle to
increase their standing with the decadent Great Houses. Life is short and brutal, especially for those on the climb. Underhive rogue
Kora Zekk makes a delivery of weapons to House Orlock, expecting betrayal. A sinner tries to win his life with a story of star crossed
lovers. Goliath ganger Topek Greel seeks out an underhive legend, a killer with a terrifying record. And when a House Escher ambush
goes wrong, Jarene of the Wild Cats ﬁnds herself outlawed. She has to take control and save her sisters in arms, from enforcers,
bounty hunters, even other gangs. Can she restore her honour, and bring the true culprits to justice? This anthology contains the
novella – Wanted: Dead by Mike Brooks – and nine short stories by some of the Black Library’s ﬁnest authors

Albion's Seed
Four British Folkways in America
Oxford University Press This fascinating book is the ﬁrst volume in a projected cultural history of the United States, from the earliest
English settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they have changed through time, and it argues a thesis
about the importance for the United States of having been British in its cultural origins. While most people in the United States today
have no British ancestors, they have assimilated regional cultures which were created by British colonists, even while preserving
ethnic identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter what their ethnicity may be. The
concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that regional cultures have continued to dominate national politics from
1789 to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward education, government, gender, and violence, on which diﬀerences between
American regions are greater than between European nations.

Transgender Warriors
Making History from Joan of Arc to Dennis Rodman
Beacon Press “The foundational text that gave me life-changing context, helping me to understand who I was and who came before
me.”—Tourmaline, activist and ﬁlmmaker Transgender Warriors is an essential read for trans people of all ages who want to learn
about the towering ﬁgures who have come before them—and for everyone who is part of the ﬁght for trans liberation. This
groundbreaking book—far ahead of its time when ﬁrst published in 1996 and still galvanizing today—interweaves history, memoir, and
gender studies to show that transgender people, far from being a modern phenomenon, have always existed and have exerted their
inﬂuence throughout history. Leslie Feinberg—hirself a lifelong transgender revolutionary—reveals the origin of the check-one-boxonly gender system and shows how zie found empowerment in the lives of transgender warriors around the world, from the Two
Spirits of the Americas to the many genders of India, from the trans shamans of East Asia to the gender-bending Queen Nzinga of
Angola, from Joan of Arc to Marsha P. Johnson and beyond. This book was published with two diﬀerent covers. Customers will be
shipped the book with one of the available covers.

Ultramarines
Black Library

Valedor
Games Workshop Gripping sci-ﬁ action in this premium Warhammer 40,000 novel Long ago deﬁled by the Imperium of Man, the eldar
maiden world of Dûriel was once a glittering jewel in the crown of the Valedor System. As the tyranids of Hive Fleet Leviathan sweep
through the sector consuming everything in their path, wayward Prince Yriel of Iyanden discovers that the farseers have inadvertently
brought a greater threat to bear – a fragment of Hive Fleet Kraken, hurled into the warp in order to save the craftworld, has returned.
The tyranid ﬂeets cannot be allowed to combine, or their genetic legacies will merge into something even more terrible. Alongside
allied forces from Craftworld Biel-Tan and even the dark eldar of Commorragh, Yriel has no choice but to ﬁght on to the bitter end...

Angels of Darkness
Games Workshop When Dark Angels Chaplain Boreas captures and interrogates one of the Fallen, the past collides with the future
with tragic consequences. The Dark Angels Space Marines are amongst the most devout of the God-Emperor's servants. Their loyalty
is seemingly beyond question and their faith almost fanatical. Yet the Chapter harbours a dark and horriﬁc secret that stretches back
over ten thousand years to the time of the Horus Heresy. When Dark Angels Chaplain Boreas captures and interrogates one of the
Fallen, the past collides with the future with tragic consequences.
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The Beast Must Die
Black Library

Wrath of Iron
After decades spent in the service of the Chaos god Slaanesh, the ruling classes of the Contqual sub-sector have ﬁnally brought true
damnation upon their people - innumerable hordes of foul and lascivious daemons swarm from a tear in the fabric of reality to
embrace their mortal pawns and drive them on to ever more depraved acts of worship. It falls to the merciless Space Marines of the
Iron Hands Chapter to cleanse these worlds of the warp's unholy taint, and it is upon the surface of Shardenus that the fate of a billion
lost souls will be decided.

The Darkroom Cookbook
Taylor & Francis The art of darkroom developing and printing will never go out of style. Master darkroom specialist Steve Anchell is
back to prove it in this long-awaited third edition of his enormously successful Darkroom Cookbook. Packed with over 200 "recipes,"
some common and others rare gems, you'll discover something new every time you open this guide, whether you're new to the
darkroom or have been making your own prints for years. In addition to the formulas, you'll ﬁnd tons of useful information on
developers, push-processing, where to get darkroom equipment, how to set up your own darkroom, how to work and play in your
darkroom safely, and much more. This handy guide will become a constant companion for every darkroom enthusiast creating prints
at home or in the studio. In addition to complete updates throughout to reﬂect changes in the availability of chemicals and equipment,
this third edition contains all new information on: *Reversal processing *Enlarged negatives *Pyro formulas *Plus expanded sections
on printing, pyro, and toning prints Also included for the ﬁrst time are special technique contributions as well as stunning black and
white imagery by Bruce Barnbaum, Rod Dresser, Jay Dusard, Patrick Gainer, Richard Garrod, Henry Gilpin, Gordon Hutchings, Sandy
King, Les McLean, Saïd Nuseibeh, France Scully Osterman, Mark Osterman, Tim Rudman, Ryuijie, John Sexton, and John Wimberly. Be
sure to visit www.darkroomcookbook.com to ﬁnd useful links, an interactive user forum, and more! Steve Anchell is a photographer
and author of The Variable Contrast Printing Manual, and co-author of The Film Developing Cookbook. He has been teaching darkroom
and photography workshops since 1979. Steve is a member of the Freestyle Advisory Board of Photographic Professionals. "With its
unrivalled collection of photographic formulae and easy to understand explanations of photographic processes, The Darkroom
Cookbook has long been a favorite with darkroom workers everywhere. Now, with further additions to its formulary, more topics, and
contributions by renowned darkroom experts, this new edition promises to be an indispensable Aladdin's Cave resource to darkroom
enthusiasts of all levels. -Tim Rudman, photographer and author "The Darkroom Cookbook is an essential compendium of
photographic information for anyone interested in high-quality darkroom work. -John Sexton, photographer

Why We're Polarized
Simon and Schuster One of Bill Gates's "5 books to read this summer," this New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller shows
us that America’s political system isn’t broken. The truth is scarier: it’s working exactly as designed. In this “superbly researched”
(The Washington Post) and timely book, journalist Ezra Klein reveals how that system is polarizing us—and how we are polarizing
it—with disastrous results. “The American political system—which includes everyone from voters to journalists to the president—is full
of rational actors making rational decisions given the incentives they face,” writes political analyst Ezra Klein. “We are a collection of
functional parts whose eﬀorts combine into a dysfunctional whole.” “A thoughtful, clear and persuasive analysis” (The New York Times
Book Review), Why We’re Polarized reveals the structural and psychological forces behind America’s descent into division and
dysfunction. Neither a polemic nor a lament, this book oﬀers a clear framework for understanding everything from Trump’s rise to the
Democratic Party’s leftward shift to the politicization of everyday culture. America is polarized, ﬁrst and foremost, by identity.
Everyone engaged in American politics is engaged, at some level, in identity politics. Over the past ﬁfty years in America, our partisan
identities have merged with our racial, religious, geographic, ideological, and cultural identities. These merged identities have
attained a weight that is breaking much in our politics and tearing at the bonds that hold this country together. Klein shows how and
why American politics polarized around identity in the 20th century, and what that polarization did to the way we see the world and
one another. And he traces the feedback loops between polarized political identities and polarized political institutions that are driving
our system toward crisis. “Well worth reading” (New York magazine), this is an “eye-opening” (O, The Oprah Magazine) book that will
change how you look at politics—and perhaps at yourself.

Outer Dark
Games Workshop With tyranid hive ﬂeets approaching, the Carcharodons make a stand on the world of Piety V. If they can stop the
xenos here, they will be able to end the menace before it begins. The Carcharodons’ remit is an unenviable one - this Chapter of
Space Marines plies the dark areas of space, endlessly hunting down the enemies of mankind. Living on the edge, with no ﬁxed base
of operations, they are creatures shaped by their environment, renowned for their ruthlessness and their brutality. With a fresh wave
of tyranid hive ﬂeets approaching the galactic plane, the Carcharodons decide to use the world of Piety V as a bulwark. If they can
stop the xenos here, they will be able to end the menace before it begins. But as they mobilise the planet’s defenders and ﬁght the
tyranids, the Carcharodons come to learn what the value of mankind truly is.
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Dark Apostle
Games Workshop Driven by dark visions, Dark Apostle Jarulek and his forces from the Word Bearers Chaos Space Marines ravage the
Imperial planet of Tanakreg, brutally enslaving its inhabitants and racing against time to build a monstrous tower before the Imperial
army arrives to reclaim the planet. Original.

The Apocalypse of Abraham
Lulu.com Considered by many to be 'the last important product of the Apocalyptic movement', The Apocalypse of Abraham is an
apocryphon, a work that belongs to a body of prophetic Abrahamic literature ﬂourishing about the time of Christ. The text details the
Destruction of the Temple and thus was written after 70 AD. It is considered part of the Apocalyptic literature but not regarded as
authoritative scripture.

Shadow of Ullanor
Games Workshop For mankind to survive, a last-ditch attempt to destroy the ork menace must succeed. The Imperium’s attempts to
defeat the ork menace seem doomed to failure; it is only a matter of time before the greenskins triumph, and mankind is wiped from
the face of galactic map. Yet there is some cause for hope – the Imperial Fists Chapter is reformed, and a few Sisters of Silence yet
survive. Supported by the full military might and technology of the Adeptus Mechanicus, the Space Marines head to the orks’ home
world one ﬁnal time. This time there will be no retreat, no surrender. They must succeed… or die in the attempt.

Shattered Legions
Games Workshop Massive anthology of short stories themed around the guerrilla war waged by the remnants of the three Space
Marine Legions massacred at Isstvan V. Driven almost to the brink of self-destruction at Isstvan V, the Iron Hands now seek vengeance
for the murder of their primarch Ferrus Manus. Gathering survivors from the Raven Guard and the Salamanders aboard any vessels
capable of warp travel, these Shattered Legions wage a new campaign of annihilation against the traitor forces across the galaxy – a
campaign masterminded by legendary warleader Shadrak Meduson. This Horus Heresy anthology contains ten short stories by authors
including Dan Abnett, Chris Wraight and John French. Also included is the novella The Seventh Serpent, where author Graham McNeill
revisits the ragtag crew of the starship Sisypheum as they are drawn into a war of subterfuge against the Alpha Legion.

Virtual Art
From Illusion to Immersion
MIT Press An overview of the art historical antecedents to virtual reality and the impact of virtual reality on contemporary conceptions
of art. Although many people view virtual reality as a totally new phenomenon, it has its foundations in an unrecognized history of
immersive images. Indeed, the search for illusionary visual space can be traced back to antiquity. In this book, Oliver Grau shows how
virtual art ﬁts into the art history of illusion and immersion. He describes the metamorphosis of the concepts of art and the image and
relates those concepts to interactive art, interface design, agents, telepresence, and image evolution. Grau retells art history as media
history, helping us to understand the phenomenon of virtual reality beyond the hype. Grau shows how each epoch used the technical
means available to produce maximum illusion. He discusses frescoes such as those in the Villa dei Misteri in Pompeii and the gardens
of the Villa Livia near Primaporta, Renaissance and Baroque illusion spaces, and panoramas, which were the most developed form of
illusion achieved through traditional methods of painting and the mass image medium before ﬁlm. Through a detailed analysis of
perhaps the most important German panorama, Anton von Werner's 1883 The Battle of Sedan, Grau shows how immersion produced
emotional responses. He traces immersive cinema through Cinerama, Sensorama, Expanded Cinema, 3-D, Omnimax and IMAX, and
the head mounted display with its military origins. He also examines those characteristics of virtual reality that distinguish it from
earlier forms of illusionary art. His analysis draws on the work of contemporary artists and groups ART+COM, Maurice Benayoun,
Charlotte Davies, Monika Fleischmann, Ken Goldberg, Agnes Hegedues, Eduardo Kac, Knowbotic Research, Laurent Mignonneau,
Michael Naimark, Simon Penny, Daniela Plewe, Paul Sermon, Jeﬀrey Shaw, Karl Sims, Christa Sommerer, and Wolfgang Strauss. Grau
oﬀers not just a history of illusionary space but also a theoretical framework for analyzing its phenomenologies, functions, and
strategies throughout history and into the future.

Warhammer Armies
Orcs & Goblins
Spear of the Emperor
Games Workshop The Emperor's Spears are a Chapter on the edge of destruction, last watchmen over the Elara's Veil nebula. Now,
the decisions of one man, Amadeus Kaias Incarius of the Mentor Legion, will determine the Chapter's fate… The scattered worlds of
the Elara's Veil nebula were once protected by the oath of unity sworn by three mighty Chapters of the Adeptus Astartes. The Star
Scorpions were undone by ﬂaws in their genetic coding. The Celestial Lions were ravaged by the Inquisition for sins they did not
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commit. Now, after hundreds of years, only the Emperor's Spears still keep their vigil. They are barbarian watchmen against the Outer
Dark; bloodied but unbroken in their long duty. Amadeus Kaias Incarius, a brother of the Mentor Legion, is commanded to cross the
Great Rift and assess the Spears' war-readiness, only to be drawn into the chaotic plight of a depleted crusade on the Imperium's
benighted frontier. The decisions he makes, far from the God-Emperor's light, will decide the fate of the war-torn Chapter.

Ragnar Blackmane
A brand new series of novels begins, featuring the legendary heroes of the Space Marines. Ragnar Blackmane is a legend of the Space
Wolves, the youngest warrior ever to rise to command a Great Company. As he battles the forces of Abaddon the Despoiler on the
war-ravaged world of Cadia, Ragnar remembers the events that brought him to this place and time, and relates two great sagas from
his past, each bringing him into conﬂict with brother Space Marines from other Chapters, the secretive Dark Angels and savage Flesh
Tearers. As these tales inﬂuence the events of the present, Ragnar comes to realise that his past actions have consequences.

Legacy of Dorn
Games Workshop Trapped behind enemy lines during the invasion of Rynn's World, Sergeant Galleas and his squad must rally the
human survivors of the greenskin attack and teach them to ﬁght back, if any of them are to survive. Veteran Sergeant Sandor Galleas
is the epitome of a Crimson Fists Space Marine: proud, courageous, and unyielding, even in the face of impossible odds. But when
disaster befalls the Chapter during the ork invasion of Rynn’s World, Galleas’s convictions are put to the ultimate test. Trapped deep
in enemy territory, Galleas, his squad, and a band of human survivors, must ﬁght the greenskins by any means necessary if they – and
the Crimson Fists Chapter – are to survive.

The CRPG Book: A Guide to Computer Role-Playing
Games
Reviews over 400 seminal games from 1975 to 2015. Each entry shares articles on the genre, mod suggestions and hints on how to
run the games on modern hardware.

Storming Area 51
Bayonet Book Anthology
The Wolftime
Games Workshop Book 3 of the Black Library Mega-Series, "Dawn of Fire" The Indomitus Crusade has brought the Emperor’s
vengeance to thousands of star systems. The ﬂeets and armies under the leadership of Roboute Guilliman ﬁght for the survival of
humanity against the forces of the Chaos Gods. But the traitors and heretics are not the only foe looking to destroy the rule of Terra.
Xenos prey on human worlds in numbers not seen for millennia. Worst amongst them are the rampaging orks, whose migration
conquests threaten to reverse many gains of Fleet Primus. And their throaty bellows carry a name not heard in years, of destruction
made ﬂesh, a bestial warlord without peer: Ghazghkull Mag Uruk Thraka. In the midst of this brutal tide is Fenris, world of the Space
Wolves under Logan Grimnar. Depleted by ever greater demands on their warriors, called upon by the Legion-breaker Guilliman, the
Wolves of Fenris face a momentous decision. Grimnar and his counsellors must choose whether their fate is to ally themselves with an
ancient rival and risk all that makes them the Vlka Fenryka, or to accept their demise and wait for the return of their own primarch,
and the coming of the Wolftime.

Iron Hands
Games Workshop Limited Dedicated to serving the Imperium, the Iron Hands, the most powerful members of the Adeptus Astartes,
will do anything to remove all weaknesses, even practicing bionic augmentation on their own bodies in order to achieve a physical
perfection to match their iron will. Original.

Blood Gorgons
Games Workshop The Blood Gorgons, a Chaos Space Marine warband, ﬁght the threat from Nurgle-infected foes on the planet of
Hauts Bassiq. The Blood Gorgons Chaos Space Marines are called to one of their recruiting worlds as the populace is struck down by a
plague of mutation. But the expeditionary force is decimated by a mysterious foe, and Sargaul is one of few survivors. The polluted
world has become even more nightmarish than before, and Sargaul faces insurmountable odds if he is to save the savage planet.
Facing a hostile environment, shadowy xenos enemies and treachery from within his own forces, Sargaul must dig deep into his
hatred and determination to leave Haute Bassiq alive.
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The Unforgiven
Games Workshop The gripping conclusion to the Legacy of Caliban series The Legacy of Caliban echoes down through the ages, and
the secretive mission of the Dark Angels continues: to atone for the sins of their forefathers and capture all of the renegades and
heretics known as the Fallen. With the most famous of these Fallen Dark Angels – the elusive Cypher – now ﬁrmly in their grasp after
his unexpected surrender, the Dark Angels are given fresh hope that they can redeem themselves in the eyes of the Emperor. But
what game is Cypher playing? What plans does he have? And can the Dark Angels ever really atone, or will they always remain the
Unforgiven?

Dark Imperium
Games Workshop Book 1 in the Dark Imperium Trilogy. Fell times have come to the galaxy. Cadia has fallen, destroyed by the
onslaught of Chaos. A Great Rift in the warp has opened and from its depths spew daemons and the horrors of Old Night. But all hope
is not lost… A hero, long absent, has returned, and with him comes the wrath of the Ultramarines reborn. Roboute Guilliman has
arisen to lead the Imperium out of darkness on a crusade the likes of which has not been seen since the fabled days of the Emperor.
But never before have the forces of Ruin amassed in such numbers, and nowhere is safe from despoliation. From the dreaded Scourge
Stars come the hordes of the Plaguefather, Lord Nurgle, and their pustulent eye is ﬁxed on Macragge. As the Indomitus Crusade rages
on, Guilliman races to Ultramar and a confrontation with the Death Guard.

The Talon of Horus
Games Workshop The rise of Abaddon, successor to Horus and Warmaster of the Black Legion. When Horus fell, his Sons fell with him.
A broken Legion, beset by rivalries and hunted by their erstwhile allies, the former Luna Wolves have scattered across the tortured
realm of the Eye of Terror. And of Abaddon, greatest of the Warmaster’s followers, nothing has been heard for many years. But when
Horus’s body is taken from its resting place, a confederation of legionaries seek out the former First Captain, to convince him to
embrace his destiny and continue what Horus began.

Dead Sky, Black Sun
Games Workshop Limited The Ultramarines are the epitome of a Space Marine Chapter. Warriors without peer, their name is a byword
for discipline and honour, and their heroic deeds are legendary. Exiled from the Ultramarines Chapter, former captain Uriel Ventris and
his battle-brother Pasanius embark upon a deadly quest into the heart of darkness - the daemon world of Medrengard. There, they
must destroy a facility creating new warriors for the Traitor Legions - but Warsmith Honsou and his Iron Warriors stand in their way.
Can the Ultramarines complete their mission and redeem their honour, or will they join the ranks of the lost and the damned? This
edition also includes the prequel short story 'Consequences', in which Uriel and Pasanius face trial for their breaches of the Codex
Astartes, with their lives on the line.

War of Secrets
Games Workshop In the shadow of the Great Rift, Primaris Marines ﬁght alongside the Dark Angels against the t'au, but as whole
worlds burn, a terrible psychic curse is unleashed. Lieutenant Xedro Farren is a Primaris Marine, stronger and more adept than even
the Space Marines his brotherhood has been sent to ﬁght alongside. As he and his Primaris brethren support the Dark Angels in
ﬁghting a trauma-scarred force of t’au seemingly hellbent on destroying their own allies, their true quarry soon becomes clear: the
shadowy instigator of a psychic curse that could plunge a string of Imperial planets into madness. As worlds burn in the ﬁres of battle,
an unthinkable pact is struck, and Lieutenant Farren begins to peel back layer after layer of deceit to discover an appalling truth. Can
he hope to emerge from this web of lies without losing his honour – or come to that, his life?

Battle of the Fang
Games Workshop The fourth book in the best selling Space Marine Battles series featuring the Space Wolves It is M32, a thousand
years after the Horus Heresy. The Scouring is over and the Imperium at the height of its post-Crusade power. When Magnus the Red is
tracked down to Gangava Prime, the Space Wolves hasten to engage the daemon primarch. Even as Great Wolf Harek Ironhelm closes
on his ancient enemy, the Fang on the Space Wolves home world is besieged by a massive force of Thousand Sons. A desperate battle
ensues as the skeleton forces of Wolf Lord Asvald Greylock attempt to hold back the attacking hosts before the last of his meagre
defences gives in. Though a single Scout ship survives to summon Great Wolf Harek Ironhelm back to Fenris, none of the defenders
truly realise the full scale the horror that awaits them nor what the Battle for the Fang will cost them all.

Master of Sanctity
Games Workshop More secrets of the Dark Angels are revealed as the Legacy of Caliban trilogy continues. The Legacy of Caliban
echoes down through the ages, and the secretive mission of the Dark Angels Space Marines continues. Interrogator-Chaplain Asmodai
sees treachery and deceit everywhere he turns – while this serves him well in his hunt for the Fallen, it also strains the Chapter’s
relations with their Imperial allies. With their true quarry now seemingly within their grasp, Brothers Annael and Telemenus ﬁnd
themselves at the forefront of a new operation that could shake the Imperium itself to its very core.
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Warhammer World
Dioramas
Requiem Infernal
Games Workshop On a distant world, an obscure order of the Adepta Sororitas study their founder's visions. They live in solitude…
which is about to be broken as danger approaches. The Adepta Sororitas of the Last Candle have stood vigil over their sanctuary world
for centuries, striving to decipher their founder's tormented visions. Outsiders are unwelcome… yet still they come. Decimated by an
encounter with a lethal xenos entity, the survivors of an elite Astra Militarum company have journeyed to the Candleworld in search of
healing, escorted by a woman who is no stranger there – Sister Hospitaller Asenath Hyades, who turned her back on the order
decades ago. As the seekers near the sect's bastion, malign forces begin to stir among the planet's storm-wracked spires, but the
most insidious shadows lie in their own souls.
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